Abstract--Due to advances in network technologies, providing streaming services over the Internet has gained in popularity. Because P video stream is in compressed format, it is naturally with the variable bit rate (VBR) property and its traffic is highly burst. With the installation of a video proxy between access networks (e.g. local area networks, LAN) and backbone networks (e.g. wide area networks, WAN), video staging is proposed to earhe part of the requested video into the video proxy close to clients. In this mechanism, the video can be streamed using a constant bit rate (CBR) network service across the backbone WAN and the WAN bandwidth requirement can be significantly reduced. In this paper, we propose a new approach, called "caching selected after smoothing" (CSAS), to handling video staging. The aim of the CSAS algorithm is to integrate our previous video caching and smoothing technique so as to reduce the required WAN handwidth ereo more. Experiments on benchmark videos using different evaluation indices, including the proxy storage requirement, the WAN bandwidth requirement, and the WAN bandwidth utilization, show that our approach is more effective than the conventional "cut after smoothing'' (CAS) algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
With advances in broadband technologies, providing streaming services over the Internet has gained in popularity. Multimedia applications (e.g., digital library, video on demand and distance learning) require video streaming services to provide a more attractive and effective presentation. Because of its high bandwidth requirement, a video is usually stored and streamed in a compressed format. Therefore, it is naturally with the variable-bit-rate (VBR) property and its peak bit rate is generally much larger than its average hit rate. Due to the burst nature of a video, it is a challenging problem for service providers to provide QoS (quality-of-service) guaranteed video streaming services. Moreover, this problem is more complicated when the video is delivered across the Intemet.
The Internet architecture is heterogeneous and it consists of many Intemet service providers (ISPs) as shown in Fig. 1 . These ISPs interconnect to each other by the backbone WAN network that is owned by the third party. Each client accesses the Intemet through an ISP via the so-called access network. Typical examples of access networks include HFC, XDSL, ISDN, or LAN. Because the backbone WAN network is shared by a large number of clients, the delivery quality is difficult to guarantee. Hence it is generally more costly to deliver contents under the backbone WAN network than under the access network.
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Server-to.Prory ----+: Proxv-to-clieot Experiments on benchmark videos using different evaluation indices, including the proxy storage requirement, the WAN bandwidth requirement, and the WAN bandwidth utilization, show that our approach is more effective than the conventional CAS algorithm (extended from the CC algorithm).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works and problem formulations are described in section 11. Our proposed algorithm is presented in section 111. The analysis and experimental results are presented in section IV. Finally, we state the conclusions of this paper in section V. Consequently, there is a trade-off between the proxy cache storage requirement, I c 1, and the allocated WAN bandwidth, r,,AN. By using the storage space in the video proxy, the partial video content can be retrieved from the video proxy during video streaming instead, so the required WAN bandwidth can be reduced. Given the proxy cache storage, the goal is to propose an effective approach to reducing more WAN bandwidth requirement. Relatively, with the same allocated WAN bandwidth, we can also use less proxy cache storage to provide QoS-guaranteed streaming services.
RELATED W O R K S AND PROBLEM

FORMULATIONS
A. Cut-off Cache (CC) Algorithm
The CC algorithm sequentially compares each video frame with the given cut-off rate (the allocated WAN bandwidth, rw*u ). If an entire frame cannot be transmitted by this cut-off rate in a frame period (the duration of each frame playback), the CC algorithm cuts C,' ., . The main idea behind the OC algorithm is to use the unused WAN bandwidth in the CC algorithm to pre-fetch following video data as shown in Fig. 3(a) and  3(b) . The OC algorithm is stated in detail in [l]. 
Cschc in the
The main idea behind the CSAS algorithm is designed by integrating two processes, the video smoothing process and the OC process. Fig. 4 illustrates the operation of the CSAS algorithm.
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Fig. 2. A cut-off example to illustrate the CC algorithm
B.
To further reduce the WAN bandwidth requirement, the CAS algorithm is proposed by integrating the CC algorithm with the video smoothing technique: given a video content v = go f, ..f,.,), first, the video smoothing technique is applied and a smooth streaming schedule, $ = fi 10 s i < n / , of the remote video server is computed.
Second, the CC algorithm is applied and ci is designed as ~-r w A x ) x~. . If cg S O , then ci will be set to zero (none of the video data is retrieved from the video proxy at time index 1 , ) . Additionally, the finial streaming schedule of the remote server is {c = By integrating the video smoothing technique, the CAS algorithm is proposed to further reduce the WAN bandwidth requirement. In this paper, we integrate our proposed OC algorithm with the video smoothing technique and propose a new caching algorithm for handling video staging.
Cut Afrer Smoothing (CAS) Algorithm
10 s i < ./. In this algorithm, the client buffer consists of two parts, the smoothing buffer and the staging buffer. The smoothing buffer is designed to use in the video smoothing process and the staging buffer is designed to aggregation that consists of the pre-fetched video at the Fig. 3 . An example of using the unutilized WAN staging buffer and the new arrival video from the remote bandwidth to pre-fetch the following video data, video server. Therefore, it is computed by illustrating the OC algorithm. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we test the CSAS algorithm and the conventional CAS algorithm by several benchmark videos [12]. Encoding parameters of benchmark videos and parameters used in our experiments are described in 
A. Proxy Cache Storage Requirements
To improve the system scalability in the installation of video proxies, the cache storage allocated for serving each video must be precisely controlled. A good algorithm for handling video staging should cache as little portion of the video as possible in the video proxy subject to the allocated WAN bandwidth. For different benchmark videos, the cache storage requirement computed by the CSAS and CAS algorithms is presented in Fig. 5 . When the allocated WAN bandwidth increases, the cache storage requirement computed by all the above algorithms decreases. However, experiments on these benchmark videos show that our CSAS algorithm can video proxy by more than 10% less than when computed by the CAS algorithm, if these benchmark videos are streamed with its average bit rate. Additionally, we observed that the decreasing slope computed by the CSAS algorithm is sharper than when computed by the CAS algorithm. Therefore, when the allocated WAN bandwidth increases, our algorithm reduces proxy cache storage even more. This improvement is significant.
B. Allocafed WAN Bandwidfh UfiIizafion
Because the WAN network bandwidth is a costly resource, we must utilize it sufficiently at all times. In a distributed video streaming system, high bandwidth utilization implies that more requests can be served simultaneously. We use all of the above algorithms to compute the pre-cached data in the video proxy. By simulation, we stream these benchmark videos and observe the allocated WAN bandwidth utilization. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 6 .
By using the CSAS algorithm, experimental results show that the allocated WAN bandwidth utilization can averagely reduce the cache storage requirement in the
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averagely increase with more than lo%, if these benchmark videos are streamed with its average bit rate. The improvement is significant.
. . 
C. WAN Bandwidth Requiremenis
There is a trade-off between the proxy cache storage and the allocated WAN bandwidth. In Fig. 7 , we present the WAN bandwidth requirement computed by the CSAS algorithm and CAS algorithm when the proxy cache storage increases. Experimental results show that the CSAS algorithm can averagely reduce the allocated WAN bandwidth requirement with more than 12%. when the cached data of a video is less than 20%. The improvement is significant. 
v.
CONCLUSIONS
experimental results on several benchmark videos, we conclude that our proposed algorithms are more effective than the conventional CAS algorithm by several evaluation indices, including the small proxy cache storage requirement, small WAN bandwidth requirement, and high WAN bandwidth utilization. The cache storage requirement in the video proxy can be reduced with more than 10% while streaming these videos in the same WAN bandwidth. Relatively, with the same proxy cache storage size, the allocated WAN bandwidth requirement can be reduced with more than 12%. Finally, experimental results show that the WAN bandwidth utilization can averagely increase with more than 10%. The improvement is significant.
